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Delivering real-time video over the Internet is an important
component of many Internet multimedia applications. Transmission
of real-time video has bandwidth, delay, and loss requirements.
However, the current Internet does not offer any quality of service
(QoS) guarantees to video transmission over the Internet. In
addition, the heterogeneity of the networks and end systems makes
it difficult to multicast Internet video in an efficient and flexible
way. Thus, designing protocols and mechanisms for Internet video
transmission poses many challenges. In this paper, we take a
holistic approach to these challenges and present solutions from
both transport and compression perspectives. With the holistic approach, we design a framework for transporting real-time Internet
video, which includes two components, namely, congestion control
and error control. Specifically, congestion control consists of rate
control, rate-adaptive encoding, and rate shaping; error control
consists of forward error correction (FEC), retransmission, error
resilience, and error concealment. For the design of each component in the framework, we classify approaches and summarize
representative research work. We point out there exists a design
space which can be explored by video application designers and
suggest that the synergy of both transport and compression could
provide good solutions.
Keywords—Congestion control, error control, Internet, real-time
video.

I. INTRODUCTION
Unicast and multicast delivery of real-time video are important building blocks of many Internet multimedia applications, such as Internet television (see Fig. 1), video conferencing, distance learning, digital libraries, tele-presence,
and video-on-demand. Transmission of real-time video has
bandwidth, delay, and loss requirements. However, there is
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no quality of service (QoS) guarantee for video transmission over the current Internet. In addition, for video multicast, the heterogeneity of the networks and receivers makes
it difficult to achieve bandwidth efficiency and service flexibility. Therefore, there are many challenging issues that need
to be addressed in designing protocols and mechanisms for
Internet video transmission.
We list the challenging QoS issues as follows.
1) Bandwidth: To achieve acceptable presentation
quality, transmission of real-time video typically
has a minimum bandwidth requirement (say, 28
Kb/s). However, the current Internet does not provide
bandwidth reservation to meet such a requirement.
Furthermore, since traditional routers typically do
not actively participate in congestion control [7],
excessive traffic can cause congestion collapse, which
can further degrade the throughput of real-time video.
2) Delay: In contrast to data transmission, which is usually not subject to strict delay constraints, real-time
video requires bounded end-to-end delay (say, 1 s).
That is, every video packet must arrive at the destination in time to be decoded and displayed. This is because real-time video must be played out continuously.
If the video packet does not arrive on time, the playout
process will pause, which is annoying to human eyes.
In other words, the video packet that arrives beyond a
time constraint is useless and can be considered lost.
Although real-time video requires timely delivery, the
current Internet does not offer such a delay guarantee.
In particular, the congestion in the Internet could incur
excessive delay, which exceeds the delay requirement
of real-time video.
3) Loss: Loss of packets can potentially make the presentation displeasing to human eyes, or, in some
cases, make the presentation impossible. Thus, video
applications typically impose some packet loss requirements. Specifically, the packet loss ratio is
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Fig. 1. Internet television uses multicast (point-to-multipoint communication) instead of unicast
(point-to-point communication) to deliver real-time video so that users can share the common links to
reduce bandwidth usage in the network.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Unicast video distribution using multiple point-to-point connections. (b) Multicast video
distribution using point-to-multipoint transmission.

required to be kept below a threshold (say, 1%) to
achieve acceptable visual quality. Although real-time
video has a loss requirement, the current Internet
does not provide any loss guarantee. In particular, the
packet loss ratio could be very high during network
congestion, causing severe degradation of video
quality.
Besides the above QoS problems, for video multicast
applications, there is another challenge coming from the
heterogeneity problem. Before addressing the heterogeneity
problem, we first describe the advantages and disadvantages
of unicast and multicast. The unicast delivery of real-time
video uses point-to-point transmission, where only one
sender and one receiver are involved. In contrast, multicast delivery of real-time video uses point-to-multipoint
transmission, where one sender and multiple receivers are
involved. For applications such as video conferencing and
Internet television, delivery using multicast can achieve high
bandwidth efficiency since the receivers can share links.
On the other hand, unicast delivery of such applications is
inefficient in terms of bandwidth utilization. An example is
1856

given in Fig. 2, where, for unicast, five copies of the video
content flow across Link 1 and three copies flow across
Link 2 as shown in Fig. 2(a). In contrast, the multicast
removes this replication. That is, there is only one copy
of the video content traversing any link in the network
[Fig. 2(b)], resulting in substantial bandwidth savings.
However, the efficiency of multicast is achieved at the cost
of losing the service flexibility of unicast (i.e., in unicast,
each receiver can individually negotiate service parameters
with the source). Such lack of flexibility in multicast can
be problematic in a heterogeneous network environment,
which we elaborate as follows.
Heterogeneity: There are two kinds of heterogeneity,
namely, network heterogeneity and receiver heterogeneity.
Network heterogeneity refers to the subnetworks in the
Internet having unevenly distributed resources (e.g.,
processing, bandwidth, storage, and congestion control
policies). Network heterogeneity could make different
users experience different packet loss/delay characteristics.
Receiver heterogeneity means that receivers have different
or even varying latency requirements, visual quality rePROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 88, NO. 12, DECEMBER 2000

quirements, and/or processing capability. For example, in
live multicast of a lecture, participants who want to ask
questions and interact with the lecturer desire stringent
real-time constraints on the video while passive listeners
may be willing to sacrifice latency for higher video quality.
The sharing nature of multicast and the heterogeneity
of networks and receivers sometimes present a conflicting
dilemma. For example, the receivers in Fig. 2(b) may
attempt to request different video quality with different
bandwidth. But only one copy of the video content is sent
out from the source. As a result, all the receivers have to
receive the same video content with the same quality. It is
thus a challenge to design a multicast mechanism that not
only achieves efficiency in network bandwidth, but also
meets the various requirements of the receivers.
To address the above technical issues, two general
approaches have been proposed. The first approach is
network-centric. That is, the routers/switches in the network are required to provide QoS support to guarantee
bandwidth, bounded delay, delay jitter, and packet loss
for video applications (e.g., integrated services [6], [11],
[42], [65] or differentiated services [2], [27], [35]). The
second approach is solely end system-based and does not
impose any requirements on the network. In particular, the
end systems employ control techniques to maximize the
video quality without any QoS support from the transport
network. In this paper, we focus on the end system-based
approach. Such an approach is of particular significance
since it does not require the participation of the networks
and is applicable to both the current and future Internet.
Extensive research based on the end system-based approach has been conducted and various solutions have been
proposed. This paper aims at giving the reader a big picture
of this challenging area and identifying a design space
that can be explored by video application designers. We
take a holistic approach to present solutions from both
transport and compression perspectives. By transport perspective, we refer to the use of control/processing techniques
without regard of the specific video semantics. In other
words, these control/processing techniques are applicable
to generic data. By compression perspective, we mean employing signal processing techniques with consideration of
the video semantics on the compression layer. With the
holistic approach, we design a framework that consists
of two components, namely, congestion control and error
control.
1) Congestion Control: Bursty loss and excessive delay
have devastating effects on video presentation quality and
they are usually caused by network congestion. Thus,
congestion control is required to reduce packet loss and
delay. One congestion control mechanism is rate control [5].
Rate control attempts to minimize network congestion and
the amount of packet loss by matching the rate of the video
stream to the available network bandwidth. In contrast,
without rate control, the traffic exceeding the available
bandwidth would be discarded in the network. To force the
source to send the video stream at the rate dictated by the
rate control algorithm, rate-adaptive video encoding [63]
WU et al.: TRANSPORTING REAL-TIME VIDEO OVER THE INTERNET

or rate shaping [18] is required. Note that rate control is
from the transport perspective, while rate-adaptive video
encoding is from the compression perspective; rate shaping
is in both transport and compression domain.
2) Error Control: The purpose of congestion control is
to prevent packet loss. However, packet loss is unavoidable in
the Internet and may have a significant impact on perceptual
quality. Thus, other mechanisms must be in place to maximize
video presentation quality in the presence of packet loss.
Such mechanisms include error-control mechanisms, which
can be classified into four types, namely, forward error
correction (FEC), retransmission, error resilience, and error
concealment. The principle of FEC is to add extra (redundant)
information to a compressed video bit stream so that the
original video can be reconstructed the in presence of packet
loss. There are three kinds of FEC: 1) channel coding; 2) source
coding-based FEC; and 3) joint source/channel coding. The
use of FEC is primarily because of its advantage of small
transmission delay [14]. But FEC could be ineffective when
bursty packet loss occurs and such loss exceeds the recovery
capability of the FEC codes. Conventional retransmissionbased schemes such as automatic repeat request (ARQ) are
usually dismissed as a means for transporting real-time video
since the delay requirement may not be met. However, if
the one-way trip time is short with respect to the maximum
allowable delay, a retransmission-based approach (called
delay-constrained retransmission) is a viable option for
error control [38]. Error-resilient schemes deal with packet
loss on the compression layer. Unlike traditional FEC (i.e.,
channel coding), which directly corrects bit errors or packet
losses, error-resilient schemes consider the semantic meaning
of the compression layer and attempt to limit the scope
of damage (caused by packet loss) on the compression
layer. As a result, error-resilient schemes could reconstruct
the video picture with gracefully degraded quality. Error
concealment is a post-processing technique used by the
decoder. When uncorrectable bit errors occur, the decoder uses
error concealment to hide the glitch from the viewer so that a
more visually pleasing rendition of the decoded video can be
obtained. Note that channel coding and retransmission recover
packet loss from the transport perspective, while source
coding-based FEC, error resilience, and error concealment
deal with packet loss from the compression perspective;
joint source/channel coding falls in both the transport and
compression domain.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents the approaches for congestion control. In
Section III, we describe the mechanisms for error control.
Section IV summarizes this paper and points out future
research directions.

II. CONGESTION CONTROL
There are three mechanisms for congestion control: rate
control, rate-adaptive video encoding, and rate shaping.
Rate control follows the transport approach, rate-adaptive
video encoding follows the compression approach, and rate
1857

Fig. 3. Layered architecture for transporting real-time video.

shaping could follow either the transport approach or the
compression approach.
For the purpose of illustration, we present an architecture
including the three congestion-control mechanisms in Fig. 3,
where the rate control is a source-based one (i.e., the source is
responsible for adapting the rate). Although the architecture
in Fig. 3 is targeted at transporting live video, this architecture is also applicable to stored video if the rate-adaptive encoding is excluded. At the sender side, the compression layer
compresses the live video based on a rate-adaptive encoding
algorithm. After this stage, the compressed video bit stream
is first filtered by the rate shaper and then passed through the
RTP/UDP/IP layers before entering the Internet, where RTP
is real-time transport protocol [41]. Packets may be dropped
inside the Internet (due to congestion) or at the destination
(due to excess delay). Packets that are successfully delivered
to the destination first pass through the IP/UDP/RTP layers
before being decoded at the video decoder.
Under our architecture, a QoS monitor is maintained at the
receiver side to infer network congestion status based on the
behavior of the arriving packets, e.g., packet loss and delay.
Such information is used in the feedback control protocol,
which sends information back to the video source. Based
on such feedback information, the rate control module estimates the available network bandwidth and conveys the
estimated network bandwidth to the rate-adaptive encoder
or the rate shaper. Then, the rate-adaptive encoder or the
rate shaper regulates the output rate of the video stream according to the estimated network bandwidth. It is clear that
the source-based congestion control must include: 1) rate
control; 2) rate-adaptive video encoding; or 3) rate shaping.
We organize the rest of this section as follows. In Section II-A, we survey the approaches for rate control. Section II-B describes basic methods for rate-adaptive video encoding. In Section II-C, we classify methodologies for rate
shaping and summarize representative schemes.
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A. Rate Control: A Transport Approach
Since TCP retransmission introduces delays that may not
be acceptable for real-time video applications, UDP is usually employed as the transport protocol for real-time video
streams [63]. However, UDP is not able to provide congestion control and overcome the lack of service guarantees in
the Internet. Therefore, it is necessary to implement a control
mechanism on the upper layer (higher than UDP) to prevent
congestion.
There are two types of control for congestion prevention:
window-based [26] and rate-based [52]. The window-based
control, such as TCP, works as follows. It probes for the available network bandwidth by slowly increasing a congestion
window (used to control how much data is outstanding in the
network); when congestion is detected (indicated by the loss
of one or more packets), the protocol reduces the congestion window greatly (see Fig. 4). The rapid reduction of the
window size in response to congestion is essential to avoid
network collapse. On the other hand, the rate-based control
sets the sending rate based on the estimated available bandwidth in the network; if the estimation of the available network bandwidth is relatively accurate, the rate-based control
could also prevent network collapse.
Since the window-based control, like TCP, typically couples retransmission, which can introduce intolerable delays,
the rate-based control (i.e., rate control) is usually employed
for transporting real-time video [63]. Existing rate control
schemes for real-time video can be classified into three categories, namely, source-based, receiver-based, and hybrid rate
control, which are described in Sections II-A1–II-A3.
1) Source-Based Rate Control: Under the source-based
rate control, the sender is responsible for adapting the transmission rate of the video stream. The source-based rate control can minimize the amount of packet loss by matching
the rate of the video stream to the available network bandPROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 88, NO. 12, DECEMBER 2000

Fig. 4.

Congestion window behavior under window-based control.

width. In contrast, without rate control, the traffic exceeding
the available bandwidth could be discarded in the network.
Typically, feedback is employed by source-based rate control mechanisms to convey the changing status of the Internet. Based on the feedback information about the network,
the sender could regulate the rate of the video stream. The
source-based rate control can be applied to both unicast [63]
and multicast [3].
For unicast video, the existing source-based rate control
mechanisms can be classified into two approaches, namely,
the probe-based approach and the model-based approach,
which are presented as follows.
Probe-Based Approach: Such an approach is based on
probing experiments. Specifically, the source probes for the
available network bandwidth by adjusting the sending rate so
that some QoS requirements are met, e.g., packet loss ratio
is below a certain threshold
[63]. The value of
is determined according to the minimum video perceptual quality
required by the receiver. There are two ways to adjust the
sending rate: additive increase and multiplicative decrease
(AIMD) [63], and multiplicative increase and multiplicative
decrease (MIMD) [52]. The probe-based rate control could
avoid congestion since it always tries to adapt to the congestion status, e.g., keep the packet loss at an acceptable level.
For the purpose of illustration, we briefly describe the
source-based rate control based on additive increase and
multiplicative decrease. The AIMD rate control algorithm is
shown as follows [63]:

 Pth )
r := minf(r + AIR); MaxRg

if (p
else

r := maxf(

2 r); MinRg

where is the packet loss ratio;
is the threshold for the
packet loss ratio; is the sending rate at the source; AIR is
the additive increase rate; Max and Min are the maximum
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rate and the minimum rate of the sender, respectively; and
is the multiplicative decrease factor.
Packet loss ratio is measured by the receiver and conveyed back to the sender. An example of source rate behavior
under the AIMD rate control is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Model-Based
Approach: Different
from
the
probe-based approach, which implicitly estimates the
available network bandwidth, the model-based approach
attempts to estimate the available network bandwidth explicitly. This can be achieved by using a throughput model of
a TCP connection, which is characterized by the following
formula [19]:

(1)
where is the throughput of a TCP connection; MTU (maximum transit unit) is the maximum packet size used by the
connection; RTT is the round trip time for the connection;
and is the packet loss ratio experienced by the connection. Under the model-based rate control, (1) can be used
to determine the sending rate of the video stream. That is,
the rate-controlled video flow gets its bandwidth share like a
TCP connection. As a result, the rate-controlled video flow
could avoid congestion in a way similar to that of TCP, and
can coexist with TCP flows in a “friendly” manner. Hence,
the model-based rate control is also called “TCP friendly”
rate control [57]. In contrast to this TCP friendliness, a flow
without rate control can get much more bandwidth than a
TCP flow when the network is congested. This may lead to
possible starvation of competing TCP flows due to the rapid
reduction of the TCP window size in response to congestion.
To compute the sending rate in (1), it is necessary for
the source to obtain the MTU, RTT, and packet loss ratio .
The MTU can be found through the mechanism proposed by
Mogul and Deering [34]. In the case when the MTU information is not available, the default MTU, i.e., 576 bytes, will be
1859

Fig. 5. Source rate behavior under the AIMD rate control.

used. The parameter RTT can be obtained through feedback
of timing information. In addition, the receiver can periodically send the parameter to the source in the time scale of
the round trip time. Upon the receipt of the parameter , the
source estimates the sending rate and then a rate control
action may be taken.
Single-Channel Multicast versus Unicast: For multicast under the source-based rate control, the sender uses a
single channel or one IP multicast group to transport the
video stream to the receivers. Thus, such multicast is called
single-channel multicast.
For single-channel multicast, only the probe-based rate
control can be employed [3]. A representative work is the
IVS (INRIA video-conference system) [3]. The rate control
in IVS is based on additive increase and multiplicative
decrease, which is summarized as follows. Each receiver
estimates its packet loss ratio, based on which, each receiver
can determine the network status to be in one of the three
states: UNLOADED, LOADED, and CONGESTED. The
source solicits the network status information from the
receivers through probabilistic polling, which helps to avoid
feedback implosion.1 This way, the fraction of UNLOADED
and CONGESTED receivers can be estimated. Then, the
source adjusts the sending rate according to the following
algorithm:
if (Fcon
r

> Tcon )

:= max(r=2; MinR);

else if (Fun == 100%)
r := minf(r + AIR); MaxRg

where
,
, and
are fraction of CONGESTED
receivers, fraction of UNLOADED receivers, and a preset
threshold, respectively; , Max , Min , and AIR are the
1Feedback implosion means that there are too many feedback messages
for the source to handle.
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Fig. 6. Tradeoff between bandwidth efficiency and service
flexibility.

sending rate, the maximum rate, the minimum rate, and additive increase rate, respectively.
Single-channel multicast has good bandwidth efficiency
since all the receivers share one channel [e.g., the IP multicast
group in Fig. 2(b)]. But single-channel multicast is unable to
provide service flexibility and differentiation to different receivers with diverse access link capacities, processing capabilities, and interests.
On the other hand, multicast video, delivered through individual unicast streams [see Fig. 2(a)], can offer differentiated services to receivers since each receiver can individually negotiate the service parameters with the source. But
the problem with unicast-based multicast video is bandwidth
inefficiency.
Single-channel multicast and unicast-based multicast are
two extreme cases shown in Fig. 6. To achieve good tradeoff
between bandwidth efficiency and service flexibility for multicast video, two mechanisms, namely, receiver-based and
hybrid rate control, have been proposed, which we discuss
as follows.
2) Receiver-Based Control: Under the receiver-based
rate control, the receivers regulate the receiving rate of video
streams by adding/dropping channels. In contrast to the
sender-based rate control, the sender does not participate
in rate control here. Typically, the receiver-based rate
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 88, NO. 12, DECEMBER 2000

Fig. 7.

Layered video encoding/decoding.

D denotes the decoder.

Fig. 8. IP multicast for layered video.

control is applied to layered multicast video rather than
unicast video. This is primarily because the source-based
rate control works reasonably well for unicast video and
the receiver-based rate control is targeted at solving the
heterogeneity problem in the multicast case.
Before we address the receiver-based rate control, we first
briefly describe layered multicast video as follows. At the
sender side, a raw video sequence is compressed into multiple layers: a base layer (i.e., Layer 0) and one or more enhancement layers (e.g., Layers 1 and 2 in Fig. 7). The base
layer can be independently decoded and it provides basic
video quality; the enhancement layers can only be decoded
together with the base layer and they further refine the quality
of the base layer. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. The base layer
consumes the least bandwidth (e.g., 64 Kb/s in Fig. 7); the
higher the layer is, the more bandwidth the layer consumes
(see Fig. 7). After compression, each video layer is sent to
a separate IP multicast group. At the receiver side, each receiver subscribes to a certain set of video layers by joining
the corresponding IP multicast group. In addition, each receiver tries to achieve the highest subscription level of video
layers without incurring congestion. In the example shown in
Fig. 8, each layer has a separate IP multicast group. Receiver
1 joins all three IP multicast groups. As a result, it consumes
WU et al.: TRANSPORTING REAL-TIME VIDEO OVER THE INTERNET

1 Mb/s and receives all three layers. Receiver 2 joins the two
IP multicast groups for Layer 0 and Layer 1 with bandwidth
usage of 256 Kb/s. Receiver 3 only joins the IP multicast
group for Layer 0 with bandwidth consumption of 64 Kb/s.
Like the source-based rate control, we classify existing receiver-based rate control mechanisms into two approaches,
namely, the probe-based approach and the model-based approach, which are presented as follows.
Probe-Based Approach: This approach was first employed in receiver driven layered multicast (RLM) [33]. Basically, the probe-based rate control consists of two parts.
a) When no congestion is detected, a receiver probes for
the available bandwidth by joining a layer, which leads
to an increase of its receiving rate. If no congestion is
detected after the joining, the join-experiment is considered “successful.” Otherwise, the receiver drops the
newly added layer.
b) When congestion is detected, the receiver drops a layer,
resulting in reduction of its receiving rate.
The above control has a potential problem when the
number of receivers becomes large. If each receiver carries
out the above join-experiment independently, the aggregate
frequency of such experiments increases with the number
of receivers. Since a failed join-experiment could incur
1861

Fig. 9. Flowchart of the basic model-based rate control for a receiver.

congestion to the network, an increase of join-experiments
could aggravate network congestion.
To minimize the frequency of join-experiments, a shared
learning algorithm was proposed in [33]. The essence of the
shared learning algorithm is to have a receiver multicast its
intent to the group before it starts a join-experiment. This
way, each receiver can learn from other receivers’ failed joinexperiments, resulting in a decrease of the number of failed
join-experiments.
The shared learning algorithm in [33] requires each receiver to maintain a comprehensive group knowledge base,
which contains the results of all the join-experiments for the
multicast group. In addition, the use of multicasting to update
the comprehensive group knowledge base may decrease usable bandwidth on low-speed links and lead to lower quality
for receivers on these links. To reduce message processing
overhead at each receiver and to decrease bandwidth usage
of the shared learning algorithm, a hierarchical rate control
mechanism called layered video multicast with retransmissions (LVMR) [30] was proposed. The methodology of the
hierarchical rate control is to partition the comprehensive
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group knowledge base, organize the partitions in a hierarchical way and distribute relevant information (rather than all
the information) to the receivers. In addition, the partitioning
of the comprehensive group knowledge base allows multiple
experiments to be conducted simultaneously, making it faster
for the rate to converge to the stable state. Although the hierarchical rate control could reduce control protocol traffic, it
requires installing agents in the network so that the comprehensive group knowledge base can be partitioned and organized in a hierarchical way.
Model-Based Approach: Unlike the probe-based
approach which implicitly estimates the available network
bandwidth through probing experiments, the model-based
approach attempts to explicitly estimate the available network bandwidth. The model-based approach is based on
the throughput model of a TCP connection, which was
described in Section II-A1.
Fig. 9 shows the flowchart of the basic model-based rate
control executed by each receiver, where is the transmission rate of Layer . In the algorithm, it is assumed that each
receiver knows the transmission rate of all the layers. For
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, VOL. 88, NO. 12, DECEMBER 2000

the ease of description, we divide the algorithm into the following steps.
Initialization: A receiver starts with subscribing the base
layer (i.e., Layer 0) and initializes the variable to 0. The
variable represents the highest layer currently subscribed.
Step 1: Receiver estimates MTU, RTT, and packet loss
ratio for a given period. The MTU can be
found through the mechanism proposed by
Mogul and Deering [34]. Packet loss ratio can
be easily obtained. However, the RTT cannot
be measured through a simple feedback mechanism due to feedback implosion problem. A
mechanism [53], based on RTCP protocol, has
been proposed to estimate the RTT.
Step 2: Upon obtaining MTU, RTT, and for a given
period, the target rate can be computed through
(1).
Step 3: Upon obtaining , a rate control action can be
, drop the base layer and stop
taken. If
receiving video (the network cannot deliver
even the base layer due to congestion); otherwise, determine , the largest integer such
. If
, add the layers
that
to Layer , and Layer
from Layer
becomes the highest layer currently subscribed
); if
, drop layers from Layer
(let
to Layer , and Layer
becomes the
).
highest layer currently subscribed (let
Return to Step 1.
The above algorithm has a potential problem when the
number of receivers becomes large. If each receiver carries
out the rate control independently, the aggregate frequency
of join-experiments increases with the number of receivers.
Since a failed join-experiment could incur congestion to the
network, an increase of join-experiments could aggravate
network congestion. To coordinate the joining/leaving
actions of the receivers, a scheme based on synchronization
points [55] was proposed. With small protocol overhead,
the proposed scheme in [55] helps to reduce the frequency
and duration of join-experiments, resulting in a smaller
possibility of congestion.
3) Hybrid Rate Control: Under the hybrid rate control,
the receivers regulate the receiving rate of video streams by
adding/dropping channels while the sender also adjusts the
transmission rate of each channel based on feedback information from the receivers. Since the hybrid rate control consists of rate control at both the sender and a receiver, previous
approaches described in Sections II-A1 and II-A2 can be employed.
The hybrid rate control is targeted at multicast video and
is applicable to both layered video [44] and nonlayered
video [8]. Different from the source-based rate control
framework where the sender uses a single channel, the
hybrid rate control framework uses multiple channels. On
the other hand, different from the receiver-based rate control
framework where the rate for each channel is constant, the
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hybrid rate control enables the sender to dynamically change
the rate for each channel based on congestion status.
One representative work using hybrid rate control is destination set grouping (DSG) protocol [8]. Before we present
the DSG protocol, we first briefly describe the architecture
associated with DSG. At the sender side, a raw video sequence is compressed into multiple streams (called replicated
adaptive streams), which carry the same video information
with different rate and quality. Different from layered video,
each stream in DSG can be decoded independently. After
compression, each video stream is sent to a separate IP multicast group. At the receiver side, each receiver can choose
a multicast group to join by taking into account of its capability and congestion status. The receivers also send feedback
to the source, and the source uses this feedback to adjust the
transmission rate for each stream.
The DSG protocol consists of two main components.
a) Rate Control at the Source: For each stream, the rate
control at the source is essentially the same as that used
in IVS (see Section II-A1). But the feedback control
for each stream works independently.
b) Rate Control at a Receiver: A receiver can change
its subscription and join a higher or lower quality
stream based on network status, i.e., the fraction
of UNLOADED, LOADED, and CONGESTED
receivers. The mechanism to obtain the fraction
of UNLOADED, LOADED, and CONGESTED
receivers is similar to that used in IVS. The rate
control at a receiver takes the probe-based approach
as presented in Section II-A2.
B. Rate-Adaptive Video Encoding: A Compression
Approach
Rate-adaptive video encoding has been studied extensively for various standards and applications, such as video
conferencing with H.261 and H.263 [31], [61], storage
media with MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 [16], [28], [48], real-time
transmission with MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 [17], [23], and the
recent object-based coding with MPEG-4 [54], [63]. The
objective of a rate-adaptive encoding algorithm is to maximize the perceptual quality under a given encoding rate.2
Such adaptive encoding can be achieved by the alteration
of the encoder’s quantization parameter (QP) and/or the
alteration of the video frame rate.
Traditional video encoders (e.g., H.261, MPEG-1/2) typically rely on altering the QP of the encoder to achieve rate
adaptation. These encoding schemes must perform coding
with constant frame rates. This is because even a slight reduction in frame rate can substantially degrade the perceptual quality at the receiver, especially during a dynamic scene
change. Since altering the QP is not enough to achieve very
low bit rate, these encoding schemes may not be suitable for
very low bit-rate video applications.
On the contrary, MPEG-4 and H.263 coding schemes are
suitable for very low bit-rate video applications since they
2The given encoding rate can be either fixed or dynamically changing
based on the network congestion status.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Example of video object (VO) concept in MPEG-4 video. A video frame (a) is segmented
into two VO planes where VO1 (b) is the background and VO2 (c) is the foreground.

allow the alteration of the frame rate. In fact, the alteration
of the frame rate is achieved by frame-skip.3 Specifically, if
the encoder buffer is in danger of overflow (i.e., the bit budget
is overused by the previous frame), a complete frame can be
skipped at the encoder. This will allow the coded bits of the
previous frames to be transmitted during the time period of
this frame, therefore reducing the buffer level (i.e., keeping
the encoded bits within the budget).
In addition, MPEG-4 is the first international standard addressing the coding of video objects (VOs) (see Fig. 10) [24].
With the flexibility and efficiency provided by coding video
objects, MPEG-4 is capable of addressing interactive content-based video services as well as conventional stored and
live video [39]. In MPEG-4, a frame of a video object is
called a video object plane (VOP), which is encoded separately. Such isolation of video objects provides us with much
greater flexibility to perform adaptive encoding. In particular, we can dynamically adjust target bit-rate distribution
among video objects, in addition to the alteration of QP on
each VOP (such a scheme is proposed in [63]). This can upgrade the perceptual quality for the regions of interest (e.g.,
head and shoulder) while lowering the quality for other regions (e.g., background).
For all the video coding algorithms, a fundamental
problem is how to determine a suitable QP to achieve the
target bit rate. The rate-distortion (R-D) theory is a powerful
tool to solve this problem. Under the R-D framework, there
are two approaches for encoding rate control in the literature:
the model-based approach and the operational R-D based
approach. The model-based approach assumes various input
distributions and quantizer characteristics [9], [63]. Under
this approach, closed-form solutions can be obtained by
using continuous optimization theory. On the other hand,
the operational R-D based approach considers practical
coding environments where only a finite set of quantizers is
admissible [23], [28], [48], [61]. Under the operational R-D
based approach, the admissible quantizers are used by the
rate control algorithm to determine the optimal strategy to
minimize the distortion under the constraint of a given bit
budget. The optimal discrete solutions can be found through
applying integer programming theory.

3Skipping
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a frame means that the frame is not encoded.

C. Rate Shaping
Rate shaping is a technique to adapt the rate of compressed
video bit streams to the target rate constraint. A rate shaper is
an interface (or filter) between the encoder and the network,
with which the encoder’s output rate can be matched to the
available network bandwidth. Since rate shaping does not require interaction with the encoder, rate shaping is applicable
to any video coding scheme and is applicable to both live
and stored video. Rate shaping can be achieved through two
approaches: one is from the transport perspective [22], [45],
[67] and the other is from the compression perspective [18].
A representative mechanism from the transport perspective is server selective frame discard [67]. The server selective frame discard is motivated by the following fact. Usually,
a server transmits each frame without any awareness of the
available network bandwidth and the client buffer size. As a
result, the network may drop packets if the available bandwidth is less than required, which leads to frame losses. In
addition, the client may also drop packets that arrive too late
for playback. This causes wastage of network bandwidth and
client buffer resources. To address this problem, the selective frame discard scheme preemptively drops frames at the
server in an intelligent manner by considering available network bandwidth and client QoS requirements. The selective
frame discard has two major advantages. First, by taking the
network bandwidth and client buffer constraints into account,
the server can make the best use of network resources by selectively discarding frames in order to minimize the likelihood of future frames being discarded, thereby increasing the
overall quality of the video delivered. Second, unlike frame
dropping in the network or at the client, the server can also
take advantage of application-specific information such as
regions of interest and group of pictures (GOP) structure, in
its decision in discarding frames. As a result, the server optimizes the perceived quality at the client while maintaining
efficient utilization of the network resources.
A representative mechanism from the compression perspective is dynamic rate shaping [18]. Based on the R-D
theory, the dynamic rate shaper selectively discards the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients of the high frequencies so that the target rate can be achieved. Since human
eyes are less sensitive to higher frequencies, the dynamic rate
shaper selects the highest frequencies and discards the DCT
coefficients of these frequencies until the target rate is met.
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Fig. 11. Architecture for error-control mechanisms.

Congestion control attempts to prevent packet loss by
matching the rate of video streams to the available bandwidth in the network. However, packet loss is unavoidable in
the Internet and may have significant impact on perceptual
quality. Therefore, we need other mechanisms to maximize
the video presentation quality in presence of packet loss.
Such mechanisms include error-control mechanisms, which
are presented in the next section.
III. ERROR CONTROL
In the Internet, packets may be dropped due to congestion
at routers, they may be misrouted, or they may reach the destination with such a long delay as to be considered useless or
lost. Packet loss may severely degrade the visual presentation
quality. To enhance the video quality in presence of packet
loss, error-control mechanisms have been proposed.
For certain types of data (such as text), packet loss is
intolerable while delay is acceptable. When a packet is lost,
there are two ways to recover the packet: the corrupted
data must be corrected by traditional FEC (i.e., channel
coding), or the packet must be retransmitted. On the other
hand, for real-time video, some visual quality degradation
is often acceptable while delay must be bounded. This feature of real-time video introduces many new error-control
mechanisms, which are applicable to video applications but
not applicable to traditional data such as text. Basically,
the error-control mechanisms for video applications can
be classified into four types, namely, FEC, retransmission,
error resilience, and error concealment. FEC, retransmission, and error resilience are performed at both the source
and the receiver side, while error concealment is carried out
only at the receiver side. Fig. 11 shows the location of each
error-control mechanism in a layered architecture. As shown
in Fig. 11, retransmission recovers packet loss from the
transport perspective; error resilience and error concealment
deal with packet loss from the compression perspective;
and FEC falls in both transport and compression domains.
WU et al.: TRANSPORTING REAL-TIME VIDEO OVER THE INTERNET

Fig. 12.

Channel coding/decoding operation.

For the rest of this section, we present FEC, retransmission,
error resilience, and error concealment, respectively.
A. FEC
The use of FEC is primarily because of its advantage of
small transmission delay, compared with TCP [14]. The
principle of FEC is to add extra (redundant) information
to a compressed video bit stream so that the original video
can be reconstructed in presence of packet loss. Based on
the kind of redundant information to be added, the existing
FEC schemes can be classified into three categories: 1)
channel coding; 2) source coding-based FEC; and 3) joint
source/channel coding, which will be presented in Sections III-A1–III-A3.
1) Channel Coding: For Internet applications, channel
coding is typically used in terms of block codes. Specifically,
a video stream is first chopped into segments, each of which
is packetized into packets; then for each segment, a block
code (e.g., Tornado code [1]) is applied to the packets
. Specifically,
to generate a -packet block, where
the channel encoder places the packets into a group and
then creates additional packets from them so that the total
number of packets in the group becomes , where
(shown in Fig. 12). This group of packets is transmitted to
the receiver, which receives packets. To perfectly recover
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a segment, a user must receive
(
) packets in the
-packet block (see Fig. 12). In other words, a user only
needs to receive any packets in the -packet block so that
it can reconstruct all the original packets.
Since recovery is carried out entirely at the receiver, the
channel coding approach can scale to arbitrary number of
receivers in a large multicast group. In addition, due to its
ability to recover from any out of packets regardless of
which packets are lost, it allows the network and receivers to
discard some of the packets which cannot be handled due to
limited bandwidth or processing power. Thus, it is also applicable to heterogeneous networks and receivers with different
capabilities. However, there are also some disadvantages associated with channel coding as follows.
a) It increases the transmission rate. This is because
redundant packets to every
channel coding adds
original packets, which increases the rate by a factor
. In addition, the higher the loss rate is, the
of
higher the transmission rate is required to recover
from the loss. The higher the transmission rate is,
the more congested the network gets, which leads to
an even higher loss rate. This makes channel coding
vulnerable for short-term congestion. However, efficiency may be improved by using unequal error
protection [1].
b) It increases delay. This is because: 1) a channel encoder
must wait for all packets in a segment before it can
redundant packets and 2) the regenerate the
ceiver must wait for at least packets of a block before it can playback the video segment. In addition,
recovery from bursty loss requires the use of either
longer blocks (i.e., larger and ) or techniques like
interleaving. In either case, delay will be further increased. But for video streaming applications, which
can tolerate relatively large delay, the increase in delay
may not be an issue.
c) It is not adaptive to varying loss characteristics and it
works best only when the packet loss rate is stable. If
packets of a block are lost, channel
more than
coding cannot recover any portion of the original segment. This makes channel coding useless when the
short-term loss rate exceeds the recovery capability of
the code. On the other hand, if the loss rate is well
below the code’s recovery capability, the redundant information is more than necessary (a smaller ratio
would be more appropriate). To improve the adaptive
capability of channel coding, feedback can be used.
That is, if the receiver conveys the loss characteristics
to the source, the channel encoder can adapt the redundancy accordingly. Note that this requires a closed
loop rather than an open loop in the original channel
coding design.
A significant portion of previous research on channel
coding for video transmission has involved equal error
protection (EEP), in which all the bits of the compressed
video stream are treated equally, and given an equal amount
of redundancy. However, the compressed video stream
typically does not consist of bits of equal significance. For
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example, in MPEG, an I-frame is more important than a
P-frame while a P-frame is more important than a B-frame.
Current research is heavily weighted toward unequal error
protection (UEP) schemes, in which the more significant
information bits are given more protection. A representative
work of UEP is the priority encoding transmission (PET)
[1]. A key feature of the PET scheme is to allow a user to set
different levels (priorities) of error protection for different
segments of the video stream. This unequal protection makes
PET efficient (less redundancy) and suitable for transporting
MPEG video which has an inherent priority hierarchy (i.e.,
I-, P-, and B-frames).
To provide error recovery in layered multicast video, Tan
and Zakhor proposed a receiver-driven hierarchical FEC
(HFEC) [50]. In HFEC, additional streams with only FEC
redundant information are generated along with the video
layers. Each of the FEC streams is used for recovery of a
different video layer, and each of the FEC streams is sent
to a different multicast group. Subscribing to more FEC
groups corresponds to higher level of protection. Like other
receiver-driven schemes, HFEC also achieves good tradeoff
between flexibility of providing recovery and bandwidth
efficiency, that is:
a) Flexibility of providing recovery: Each receiver can independently adjust the desired level of protection based on
past reception statistics and the application’s delay tolerance.
b) Bandwidth efficiency: Each receiver will subscribe to
only as many redundancy layers as necessary, reducing
overall bandwidth utilization.
2) Source Coding-Based FEC: Source coding-based
FEC (SFEC) is a recently devised variant of FEC for
Internet video [4]. Like channel coding, SFEC also adds
redundant information to recover from loss. For example,
SFEC could add redundant information as follows: the th
packet contains the th group of blocks (GOB) and redundant information about the ( 1)th GOB. If the ( 1)th
packet is lost but the th packet is received, the receiver
can still reconstruct the ( 1)th GOB from the redundant
information about the ( 1)th GOB, which is contained
in the th packet. However, the reconstructed ( 1)th
GOB has a coarser quality. This is because the redundant
information about the ( 1)th GOB is a compressed version
of the ( 1)th GOB with a larger quantizer, resulting in less
redundancy added to the th packet.
The main difference between SFEC and channel coding
is the kind of redundant information being added to a compressed video stream. Specifically, channel coding adds redundant information according to a block code (irrelevant to
the video) while the redundant information added by SFEC
is more compressed versions of the raw video. As a result,
when there is packet loss, channel coding could achieve perfect recovery while SFEC recovers the video with reduced
quality.
One advantage of SFEC over channel coding is lower
delay. This is because each packet can be decoded in SFEC
while, under the channel coding approach, both the channel
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encoder and the channel decoder have to wait for at least
packets of a segment.
Similar to channel coding, the disadvantages of SFEC are:
1) an increase in the transmission rate and 2) inflexible to
varying loss characteristics. However, such inflexibility to
varying loss characteristics can also be improved through
feedback [4]. That is, if the receiver conveys the loss
characteristics to the source, the SFEC encoder can adjust
the redundancy accordingly. Note that this requires a close
loop rather than an open loop in the original SFEC coding
scheme.
3) Joint Source/Channel Coding: Due to Shannon’s
separation theorem [43], the coding world was generally
divided into two camps: source coding and channel coding.
The camp of source coding was concerned with developing efficient source coding techniques while the camp
of channel coding was concerned with developing robust
channel coding techniques [21]. In other words, the camp of
source coding did not take channel coding into account and
the camp of channel coding did not consider source coding.
However, Shannon’s separation theorem is not strictly
applicable when the delay is bounded, which is the case for
such real-time services as video over the Internet [10]. The
motivation of joint source/channel coding for video comes
from the following observations.
Case A: According to the rate-distortion theory [shown in
Fig. 13(a)] [13], the lower the source-encoding
rate for a video unit, the larger the distortion
of the video unit. That is,
.
Case B: Suppose that the total rate (i.e., the source-enplus the channel-coding reduncoding rate
dancy rate ) is fixed and channel loss characteristics do not change. The higher the source-encoding rate for a video unit is, the lower the
channel-coding redundancy rate would be. This
of the event that
leads to a higher probability
the video unit gets corrupted, which translates
into a larger distortion of the video unit. That is,
.
Combining Cases A and B, it can be argued that there exthat achieves the
ists an optimal source-encoding rate
[see Fig. 13(b)], given a constant
minimum distortion
total rate. As illustrated in Fig. 13(b), the left part of the curve
shows Case A while the right part of the curve shows Case B.
).
The two parts meet at the optimal point ( ,
The objective of joint source/channel coding is to find the
optimal point shown in Fig. 13(b) and design source/channel
coding schemes to achieve the optimal point. In other words,
finding an optimal point in joint source/channel coding is to
make an optimal rate allocation between source coding and
channel coding.
Basically, joint source/channel coding is accomplished by
three tasks:
Task 1: finding an optimal rate allocation between
source coding and channel coding for a given
channel loss characteristic;
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 13. (a) Rate-distortion relation for source coding. (b)
Rate-distortion relation for the case of joint source/channel coding.

Task 2: designing a source coding scheme (including
specifying the quantizer) to achieve its target
rate;
Task 3: designing/choosing channel codes to match the
channel loss characteristic and achieve the required robustness.
For the purpose of illustration, Fig. 14 shows an architecture for joint source/channel coding. Under the architecture,
a QoS monitor is kept at the receiver side to infer the channel
loss characteristics. Such information is conveyed back to
the source side through the feedback control protocol. Based
on such feedback information, the joint source/channel optimizer makes an optimal rate allocation between the source
coding and the channel coding (Task 1) and conveys the optimal rate allocation to the source encoder and the channel encoder. Then the source encoder chooses an appropriate quantizer to achieve its target rate (Task 2) and the channel encoder chooses a suitable channel code to match the channel
loss characteristic (Task 3).
An example of joint source/channel coding is the scheme
introduced by Davis and Danskin [14] for transmitting
images over the Internet. In this scheme, source and channel
coding bits are allocated in a way that can minimize an
expected distortion measure. As a result, more perceptually
important low frequency subbands of images are shielded
heavily using channel codes while higher frequencies are
shielded lightly. This unequal error protection reduces
channel coding overhead, which is most pronounced on
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Fig. 14.

Architecture for joint source/channel coding.

bursty channels where a uniform application of channel
codes is expensive.
B. Delay-Constrained Retransmission: A Transport
Approach
A conventional retransmission scheme, ARQ, works as
follows: when packets are lost, the receiver sends feedback
to notify the source; then the source retransmits the lost
packets. The conventional ARQ is usually dismissed as a
method for transporting real-time video since a retransmitted
packet arrives at least three one-way trip time after the transmission of the original packet, which might exceed the delay
required by the application. However, if the one-way trip
time is short with respect to the maximum allowable delay,
a retransmission-based approach, called delay-constrained
retransmission, is a viable option for error control [37], [38].
Typically, one-way trip time is relatively small within
the same local area network (LAN). Thus, even delay
sensitive interactive video applications could employ
delay-constrained retransmission for loss recovery in an
LAN environment [15]. Delay-constrained retransmission
may also be applicable to streaming video, which can tolerate relatively large delay due to a large receiver buffer and
relatively long delay for display. As a result, even in wide
area network (WAN), streaming video applications may
have sufficient time to recover from lost packets through
retransmission and thereby avoid unnecessary degradation
in reconstructed video quality.
In the following, we present various delay-constrained retransmission schemes for unicast (Section III-B1) and multicast (Section III-B2).
1) Unicast: Based on who determines whether to send
and/or respond to a retransmission request, we design three
delay-constrained retransmission mechanisms for unicast,
namely, receiver-based, sender-based, and hybrid control.
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Fig. 15.

Timing diagram for receiver-based control.

Receiver-Based Control: The objective of the receiverbased control is to minimize the requests of retransmission
that will not arrive timely for display. Under the receiverbased control, the receiver executes the following algorithm:
When the receiver detects the loss of
packet N :
if (Tc + RTT + Ds < Td (N ))
send the request for retransmission of
packet N to the sender

where
is the current time; RTT is an estimated round trip
is a slack term; and
is the time when packet
time;
is scheduled for display. The slack term
could include
tolerance of error in estimating RTT, the sender’s response
time to a request, and/or the receiver’s processing delay (e.g.,
holds, it is expected
decoding). If
that the retransmitted packet will arrive timely for display.
The timing diagram for receiver-based control is shown in
Fig. 15.
Sender-Based Control: The objective of the
sender-based control is to suppress retransmission of
packets that will miss their display time at the receiver.
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Fig. 16. Timing diagram for sender-based control.

Under the sender-based control, the sender executes the
following algorithm:
When the sender receives a request for retransmission of packet N :
if (Tc + To + Ds < Td0 (N ))
retransmit packet N to the receiver

where
is the estimated one-way trip time (from the
is an estimate of
.
sender to the receiver) and
, the receiver has to feedback
to
To obtain
the sender. Then, based on the differences between the
sender’s system time and the receiver’s system time, the
. The slack term
may include
sender can derive
and
, as well as tolererror terms in estimating
ance in the receiver’s processing delay (e.g., decoding).
holds, it can be expected that
If
retransmitted packet will reach the receiver in time for
display. The timing diagram for sender-based control is
shown in Fig. 16.
Hybrid Control: The objective of the hybrid control is
to minimize the request of retransmissions that will not arrive for timely display, and to suppress retransmission of the
packets that will miss their display time at the receiver. The
hybrid control is a simple combination of the sender-based
control and the receiver-based control. Specifically, the receiver makes decisions on whether to send retransmission
requests while the sender makes decisions on whether to disregard requests for retransmission. The hybrid control could
achieve better performance at the cost of higher complexity.
2) Multicast: In the multicast case, retransmission has to
be restricted within closely located multicast members. This
is because one-way trip times between these members tend
to be small, making retransmissions effective in timely recovery. In addition, feedback implosion of retransmission requests is a problem that must be addressed under the retransmission-based approach. Thus, methods are required to limit
the number or scope of retransmission requests.
Typically, a logical tree is configured to limit the
number/scope of retransmission requests and to achieve
local recovery among closely located multicast members
[29], [32], [64]. The logical tree can be constructed by
statically assigning designated receivers (DRs) at each level
of the tree to help with retransmission of lost packets [29].
Or it can be dynamically constructed through the protocol
used in STructure-Oriented Resilient Multicast (STORM)
[64]. By adapting the tree structure to changing network
traffic conditions and group memberships, the system could
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achieve higher probability of receiving retransmission
timely.
Similar to the receiver-based control for unicast, receivers
in a multicast group can make decisions on whether to send
retransmission requests. By suppressing the requests for retransmission of those packets that cannot be recovered in
time, bandwidth efficiency can be improved [29]. Besides,
using a receiving buffer with appropriate size could not only
absorb the jitter, but also increase the likelihood of receiving
retransmitted packets before their display time [29].
To address heterogeneity problem, a receiver-initiated
mechanism for error recovery can be adopted as done in
STORM [64]. Under this mechanism, each receiver can
dynamically select the best possible DR to achieve good
tradeoff between desired latency and the degree of reliability.
C. Error Resilience: A Compression Approach
Error-resilient schemes address loss recovery from the
compression perspective. Specifically, they attempt to
prevent error propagation or limit the scope of the damage
(caused by packet losses) on the compression layer. The
standardized error-resilient tools include resynchronization
marking, data partitioning, and data recovery [e.g., reversible variable length codes (RVLC)] [24], [49]. However,
resynchronization marking, data partitioning, and data recovery are targeted at error-prone environments like wireless
channels and may not be applicable to the Internet. For
Internet video, the boundary of a packet already provides a
synchronization point in the variable-length coded bit stream
at the receiver side. On the other hand, since a packet loss
may cause the loss of all the motion data and its associated
shape/texture data, mechanisms such as resynchronization
marking, data partitioning, and data recovery may not be
useful for Internet video applications. Therefore, we do
not intend to present the standardized error-resilient tools.
Instead, we present two techniques which are promising for
robust Internet video transmission, namely, optimal mode
selection and multiple description coding.
1) Optimal Mode Selection: In many video coding
schemes, a block, which is a video unit, is coded by reference to a previously coded block so that only the difference
between the two blocks needs to be coded, resulting in
high coding efficiency. This is called intermode. Constantly
referring to previously coded blocks has the danger of error
propagation. By occasionally turning off this inter mode,
error propagation can be limited. But it will be more costly
in bits to code a block all by itself, without any reference
to a previously coded block. Such a coding mode is called
intramode. Intracoding can effectively stop error propagation at the cost of compression efficiency while intercoding
can achieve compression efficiency at the risk of error propagation. Therefore, there is a tradeoff in selecting a coding
mode for each block (see Fig. 17). How to optimally make
these choices is the subject of many research investigations
[12], [62], [66].
For video communication over a network, a block-based
coding algorithm such as H.263 or MPEG-4 [24] usually employs rate control to match the output rate to the available
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compression efficiency and the reconstruction quality from
one description.
D. Error Concealment: A Compression Approach

Fig. 17.

Illustration of optimal mode selection.

network bandwidth. The objective of rate-controlled compression algorithms is to maximize the video quality under
the constraint of a given bit budget. This can be achieved by
choosing a mode that minimizes the quantization distortion
between the original block and the reconstructed one under
a given bit budget [36], [46], which is the so-called R-D optimized mode selection. We refer such R-D optimized mode
selection as the classical approach. The classical approach is
not able to achieve global optimality under the error-prone
environment since it does not consider the network congestion status and the receiver behavior.
To address this problem, an end-to-end approach to R-D
optimized mode selection was proposed [62]. Under the
end-to-end approach, three factors were identified to have
impact on the video presentation quality at the receiver: 1)
the source behavior, e.g., quantization and packetization; 2)
the path characteristics; and 3) the receiver behavior, e.g.,
error concealment (see Fig. 18). Based on the characterizations, a theory [62] for globally optimal mode selection
was developed. By taking into consideration of the network
congestion status and the receiver behavior, the end-to-end
approach is shown to be capable of offering superior performance over the classical approach for Internet video
applications [62].
2) Multiple Description Coding: Multiple description
coding (MDC) is another way to achieve tradeoff between
compression efficiency and robustness to packet loss [59].
With MDC, a raw video sequence is compressed into multiple streams (referred to as descriptions). Each description
provides acceptable visual quality; more combined descriptions provide a better visual quality. The advantages of
MDC are: 1) robustness to loss: even if a receiver gets only
one description (other descriptions being lost), it can still
reconstruct video with acceptable quality; and 2) enhanced
quality: if a receiver gets multiple descriptions, it can
combine them together to produce a better reconstruction
than that produced from any single description.
However, the advantages do not come for free. To make
each description provide acceptable visual quality, each description must carry sufficient information about the original
video. This will reduce the compression efficiency compared
to conventional single description coding (SDC). In addition,
although more combined descriptions provide a better visual quality, a certain degree of correlation between the multiple descriptions has to be embedded in each description,
resulting in further reduction of the compression efficiency.
Current research effort is to find a good tradeoff between the
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When packet loss is detected, the receiver can employ
error concealment to conceal the lost data and make the presentation more pleasing to human eyes. Since human eyes
can tolerate a certain degree of distortion in video signals,
error concealment is a viable technique to handle packet loss
[60].
There are two basic approaches for error concealment,
namely, spatial and temporal interpolation. In spatial interpolation, missing pixel values are reconstructed using
neighboring spatial information, whereas in temporal interpolation, the lost data is reconstructed from data in the
previous frames. Typically, spatial interpolation is used to
reconstruct missing data in intracoded frames while temporal interpolation is used to reconstruct missing data in
intercoded frames.
In recent years, numerous error-concealment schemes
have been proposed in the literature (refer to [60] for a good
survey). Examples include maximally smooth recovery
[58], projection onto convex sets [47], and various motion
vector and coding mode recovery methods such as motion
compensated temporal prediction [20]. However, most
error-concealment techniques discussed in [60] are only
applicable to either ATM or wireless environments, and require substantial additional computation complexity, which
is acceptable for decoding still images but not tolerable
in decoding real-time video. Therefore, we only describe
simple error-concealment schemes that are applicable to
Internet video communication.
We describe three simple error-concealment (EC) schemes
as follows.
EC-1: The receiver replaces the whole frame (where
some blocks are corrupted due to packet loss)
with the previous reconstructed frame.
EC-2: The receiver replaces a corrupted block with the
block at the same location from the previous
frame.
EC-3: The receiver replaces the corrupted block with
the block from the previous frame pointed by a
motion vector. The motion vector is copied from
its neighboring block when available, otherwise
the motion vector is set to zero.
EC-1 and EC-2 are special cases of EC-3. If the motion
vector of the corrupted block is available, EC-3 can achieve
better performance than EC-1 and EC-2 while EC-1 and
EC-2 have less complexity than that of EC-3.
IV. SUMMARY
Transporting video over the Internet is an important
component of many multimedia applications. Lack of QoS
support in the current Internet, and the heterogeneity of the
networks and end-systems pose many challenging problems for designing video delivery systems. In this paper,
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Fig. 18. Factors that have impact on the video presentation quality: source behavior, path
characteristics, and receiver behavior.
Table 1
Taxonomy of the Design Space

Table 2
Rate Control

we identified four problems for video delivery systems:
bandwidth, delay, loss, and heterogeneity. There are two
general approaches that address these problems: the network-centric approach and the end system-based approach.
We are concerned with the mechanisms that follow the
end system-based approach.
Over the past several years, extensive research based
on the end system-based approach has been conducted
and various solutions have been proposed. To depict a big
picture, we took a holistic approach from both transport and
compression perspectives. With the holistic approach, we
presented a framework for transporting real-time Internet
video, which consisted of two components: congestion control
and error control. We have described various approaches
and schemes for the two components. All the possible
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approaches/schemes for the two components can form a
design space. As shown in Table 1, the approaches/schemes
in the design space can be classified along two dimensions:
the transport perspective and the compression perspective.
To give the reader a clear picture of this design space,
we summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the approaches and schemes as follows.
1) Congestion Control: There are three mechanisms for
congestion control: rate control, rate-adaptive video
encoding, and rate shaping. Rate control schemes
can be classified into three categories: source-based,
receiver-based, and hybrid. As shown in Table 2, rate
control schemes can follow either the model-based approach or the probe-based approach. Source-based rate
control is primarily targeted at unicast and can follow
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either the model-based approach or the probe-based
approach. If applied in multicast, source-based rate
control can only follow the probe-based approach.
Source-based rate control needs another component
to enforce the rate on the video stream. This component could be either rate-adaptive video encoding or
rate shaping. Examples of combining source-based
rate control with rate-adaptive video encoding can
be found in [51] and [63]. Examples of combining
source-based rate control with rate shaping include
[25]. Receiver-based and hybrid rate control were
proposed to address the heterogeneity problem in
multicast video. The advantage of receiver-based
control over sender-based control is that the burden
of adaptation is moved from the sender to the receivers, resulting in enhanced service flexibility and
scalability. Receiver-based rate control can follow
either the model-based approach or the probe-based
approach. Hybrid rate control combines some of
the best features of receiver-based and sender-based
control in terms of service flexibility and bandwidth
efficiency. But it can only follow the probe-based
approach. For video multicast, one advantage of the
model-based approach over the probe-based approach
is that it does not require exchange of information
among the group as is done under the probe-based
approach. Therefore, it eliminates processing at each
receiver and the bandwidth usage associated with
information exchange.
2) Error Control: It takes the form of FEC, delay-constrained retransmission, error resilience or error
concealment. There are three kinds of FEC:
channel coding, source coding-based FEC, and
joint source/channel coding. The advantage of all
FEC schemes over TCP is reduction in video transmission latency. Source coding-based FEC can
achieve lower delay than channel coding while joint
source/channel coding could achieve optimal performance in a rate-distortion sense. The disadvantages
of all FEC schemes are: increase in the transmission
rate, and inflexibility to varying loss characteristics.
A feedback mechanism can be used to improve FEC’s
inflexibility. Unlike FEC, which adds redundancy
to recover from loss that might not occur, a retransmission-based scheme only resends the packets that
are lost. Thus, a retransmission-based scheme is
adaptive to varying loss characteristics, resulting in
efficient use of network resources. But delay-constrained retransmission-based schemes may become
useless when the round trip time is too large. Optimal
mode selection and multiple description coding are
two error-resilient mechanisms recently proposed.
Optimal mode selection achieves the best tradeoff
between compression efficiency and error resilience
in an R-D sense. The cost of optimal mode selection
is its complexity, which is similar to that of motion
compensation algorithms. Multiple description coding
is another way of trading off compression efficiency
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with robustness to packet loss. The advantage of MDC
is its robustness to loss and enhanced quality. The
cost of MDC is reduction in compression efficiency.
Finally, as the last stage of a video delivery system,
error concealment can be used in conjunction with
any other techniques (i.e., congestion control, FEC,
retransmission, and error resilience).
The reasons why we divide the design space along two
dimensions (transport and compression) lie in that:
1) We find that a conventional mechanism from one
perspective can be substituted or complemented by
a new mechanism from another perspective. For example, channel coding (transport) can be substituted
by source coding-based FEC (compression); ARQ
(pure transport) is substituted by delay-constrained
retransmission (considering characteristics of compression layer); traditional error-recovery mechanisms
(channel coding and ARQ) are pure transport techniques while new mechanisms (e.g., error-resilient
mechanisms) try to address error recovery from the
compression perspective.
2) There is much room in the design space from both a
transport and a compression perspective. For example,
joint source/channel coding combines the best features
of both transport and compression techniques; periodic
temporal dependency distance (PTDD) [40] is capable
of preventing error propagation on the compression
layer (compression) with retransmissions (transport);
conveying back the address of erroneous blocks to the
source (transport) could help the encoder prevent error
propagation (compression) [56].
As shown in the paper, a framework for transporting
real-time video over the Internet includes two components:
congestion control and error control. We stress that overlook
of any of the two components would degrade the overall
performance. We also have discussed the design of each
component, which can be achieved by either a transport
approach or a compression approach. Recently, there have
been extensive efforts on the combined approaches [14],
[40], [56], [62]. We expect that the synergy of transport and
compression could provide better solutions in the design of
video delivery systems.
A promising future research direction is to combine the
end system-based control techniques discussed in this paper
with QoS support from the network. The motivation is as follows. Different from the case in circuit-switched networks, in
packet-switched networks, flows are statistically multiplexed
onto physical links and no flow is isolated. To achieve high
statistical multiplexing gain or high resource utilization in
the network, occasional violations of hard QoS guarantees
(called statistical QoS) are allowed. For example, the delay
of 95% packets is within the delay bound while 5% packets
are not guaranteed to have bounded delays. The percentage
(e.g., 95%) is in an average sense. In other words, a certain
flow may have only 10% packets arriving within the delay
bound while the average for all flows is 95%. The statistical QoS service only guarantees the average performance,
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rather than the performance for each flow. In this case, if the
end system-based control is employed for each video stream,
higher presentation quality can be achieved since the end
system-based control is capable of adapting to the short-term
violations.
As a final note, we would like to point out that each
scheme has a tradeoff between cost/complexity and performance. We have identified a design space that can be
explored by video application designers and have provided
insights on the tradeoffs of each mechanism in the design
space. Designers can choose a scheme in the design space
that meets the specific cost/performance objectives.
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